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They came, they 
saw, they 
conquered !

Huge congratulations 
to our staff team that 
climbed Snowden this 
weekend.



It’s official ! #mkcan
Milton Keynes Food Bank has achieved the Guinness World Record with over 102,400 
cans.
MK Food Bank with the help of local organisations and the public, formed a line 
made of 102,447 food cans. The record to beat, set back in 2014, was 44,966 cans.
Huge congratulations to everyone who organised this incredible event - it was a 
privilege for us to be involved.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/mkcan?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWSlgRhFOO8jGNT4SoNqxJezAVgjxDEa8oQs3PZZy-za8oah4o-Q1lDuuhxkeYUqSXmR9nXqstcqsdLj_MW_4xjaK1KvGXhgLo0JTwLIp_NrD6CvMD0dMU6sdnqAenR_23WGsQ-DJzPLz-aD6_QWl5QK3bRmVccHSkmc6YVzSGvGxUJ1pQtPKmmPuFuVvmyjQo&__tn__=*NK-R


Today we continued our Radcliffe 
Transition Roadshow and visited 
Haversham and Hanslope schools 
to meet all of their Year 6 students.
All of the students were able to ask 
members of the Senior Leadership 
Team questions about The 
Radcliffe and moving up to 
secondary school and all were 
excited following our visit.
They were also wowed by Mrs
Lawson who donned a Lab coat for 
the day and performed a Science 
experiment, much to their delight

Today our Art department started their 
prep for our 2023 Remembrance project.
We can’t wait to see how their work 
progresses as their annual installations 
are always incredible.

Last night was a real scream at our 
annual Spooky Evening.
Our Year 7 students had great fun taking 
part in making trick or treat bags, 
spooky storytelling and visiting a mad 
scientist’s laboratory. We even had ex 
student Kyle and his sister come in to DJ 
for us!



Today we took a large group of year seven students to the MK STEM Festival. The 
students were specially selected due to their enthusiasm and aptitude in STEM 
subjects, the day did not disappoint. We had stalls such as Red Bull, Niftylift, Tesla 
and a whole array of artificial intelligence, virtual reality and robotics on display for 
our students to interact with . Our students were exemplary with both their 
behaviour and their ability to demonstrate STEM knowledge and skills. Some even 
received some special prizes for asking brilliant questions and developing their 
knowledge. We couldn’t be prouder of how they behaved today, and we know that 
this will leave a lasting memory that will support their STEM careers throughout 
their time at The Radcliffe School and beyond!

This week saw the first of our new face to face employer encounters.
Students in year 11 met with over 20 guests from the world of work and had the 
opportunity to speed network and discuss careers and employment opportunities.
A huge thank you, to all our guests.



Ten Year 10 students a day continue to receive their iPads this week.
All of them receive the device and technical support in setting them up and 
familiarising themselves with the basic functions.
They also receive personalised tuition in Microsoft Teams and OneDrive to support 
our Home Learning Strategy.

Preparations have started for High School Musical


